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Description

[0001] The present invention relates to an injection molding machine controller, particularly to improvement of a controller for stabilizing metering.

[0002] A conventional injection molding machine (1) compresses resin in a mold only for a set time at a predetermined dwell pressure after injection is completed (dwell step), (2) cancels the dwell pressure after the set time passes to start a metering step in accordance with the rotation of a screw and continues the metering step until the resin collects at the front end of an injection cylinder, and (3) retreats the screw up to a previously-set metering completion position to complete the metering step.

[0003] However, a screw position at the time of dwell completion is not always constant and thereby, the screw position may fluctuate. Moreover, because a dwell pressure is extremely high as compared to a set back pressure under metering, a problem occurs that a screw rebounds and thereby retreats immediately after canceling the dwell pressure and changing the dwell step to the metering step.

[0004] Moreover, the retreating distance due to rebound of the screw is not always constant because the distance changes depending on various factors such as degree of resin injection into a mold at the last shot and a gate sealing progress state.

[0005] Therefore, a problem occurs that a substantial metering start position varies every shot, a metering stroke, that is, the screw moving distance from the metering start position up to a metering completion position fluctuates, and thereby fluctuation occurs in the metering state every shot.

[0006] The fluctuation influences the volume of a resin to be injected into a mold at the next shot and finally, causes a molding trouble such as fluctuation of the weight or specific gravity of a molded product.

[0007] Moreover, in case of some injection molding machines provided with a shut-off nozzle the metering step is started by positively retracting a screw by a predetermined distance from a dwell completion position in order to lower the internal pressure of an injection cylinder and securely close a nozzle.

[0008] Also in this case, however, a metering start position is set to a position retracting a predetermined distance from a previous dwell completion position. Therefore, fluctuation occurs at a final screw retract position, that is, at a substantial metering start position due to the fluctuation of the dwell completion position. Therefore, also in this case, a problem occurs that a metering stroke fluctuates every shot similarly to the previous case.

[0009] Japanese Patent Application Laid-Open No. 4-241918 discloses a method for controlling an injection molding machine in which rebound of a screw caused at the time of switching from dwell step to metering step is prevented and a metered amount of resin becomes stable.

[0010] In case of the above control method, however, the metering stroke every shot does not resultant become constant, because the retreat of a screw is actually started from a dwell completion position and the retreat of the screw is stopped when the resin reaction acting on the screw becomes a set value or less to start metering.

[0011] As described above, the causes are as follows: that is, because a dwell completion position itself fluctuates and moreover, the resin reaction acting on a screw after dwell is completed is changed every shot due to various factors such as degree of resin injection into a mold at the last shot and a gate sealing progress state, fluctuation occurs every shot also in the screw position when the resin reaction acting on the screw becomes a set value or less, that is, the screw position at the time of metering start.

[0012] It is an object of the present invention to provide an injection molding machine controller capable of executing stable metering by keeping a metering stroke constant without being influenced by various factors such as degree of resin injection into a mold at the last shot and a gate sealing progress state.

[0013] The present invention provides an injection molding machine controller which comprises metering start position setting means for setting a metering start position, metering start position storing means for storing a metering start position set by the metering start position setting means, and metering start position control means for starting the metering step by moving a screw from a dwell completion position up to the metering start position after the dwell step is completed.

[0014] Because the processing in the metering step is executed in the screw moving range from a set metering start position up to a metering completion position, that is, a predetermined metering stroke range, it is possible to execute stable metering even if fluctuation occurs at the dwell completion position of the screw.

[0015] The foregoing and other features of the invention will become apparent from the following description of preferred embodiments of the invention with reference to the accompanying drawings, in which:

FIG. 1 is a block diagram showing a basic portion of an electric injection molding machine of an embodiment to which the present invention is applied; FIG. 2 is a conceptual view showing a metering condition setting screen; and FIG. 3 is a flowchart showing a sequence processing to be executed by a CPU for PC when switching from dwell step to metering step is executed.
jection cylinder, and 38 denotes a screw. The injection cylinder 39 is provided with a band heater 34 and a thermocouple 37 serving as temperature detection means.

A plurality of sets of the band heater 34 and the thermocouple 37 are provided in the injection axis direction in order to individually control the temperature of each portion of the injection cylinder 39, and a nozzle heater 102 and a thermocouple 103 are similarly provided to a nozzle 100 at the front end of the injection cylinder 39.

Though FIG. 1 shows only a thermoregulator 43 for PID (proportion, integration, and differentiation) - controlling the temperature of the nozzle heater 102 of the nozzle 100, the same thermoregulator is set to the band heater 34 and thermocouple 37 of each portion of the injection cylinder 39.

The movable platen 32 is moved by the axis output of a clamping servomotor M1 along tie bars (not illustrated) through a driving-converting unit 31 configured by a ball-nut-&-screw and a toggle mechanism.

Moreover, the screw 38 is moved by an injecting servomotor M2 in the axis direction through a driving-converting unit 41 configured by a ball-nut-&-screw and a boss-&-serration, etc., and moreover, rotated for metering and kneading by a driving mechanism configured by a gear mechanism 42 and a metering-rotating servomotor M3 independently of the axis-directional movement.

Moreover, reference numeral 50 denotes a mold set to the fixed platen 33 and the movable platen 32.

A controller 10 for driving and controlling an injection molding machine has a CNC CPU 25 serving as a microprocessor for numerical control, a PC CPU 18 serving as a microprocessor for a programmable controller, a servo CPU 20 serving as a microprocessor for servo control, and a pressure-monitoring CPU 17 for sampling an injection dwell pressure and a screw back-pressure through a pressure detector 40 and an A/D converter 16 set to the proximal end of the screw 38.

A non-volatile memory 24 is a molding-data storing memory for storing molding conditions for injection molding (such as injection condition, dwell condition, metering condition, and temperatures or the like of various portions of the nozzle 100 and injection cylinder 39) and various set values, parameters, and macro variables similarly to the conventional manner.

A display-provided manual data input unit 29 is connected to the bus 22 through a CRT display circuit 26 so that display of various kinds of setting screens and input of data are performed through various kinds of function keys, a numeric keypad, and cursor moving keys, etc.

FIG. 2 shows an example of a setting screen for metering conditions, referred to in FIG. 2 as measurement conditions. As shown in FIG. 2, in case of this embodiment, it is possible to optionally set a metering or measurement start position and a screw moving speed from a dwell completion position to the metering or measurement start position in accordance with the decision of an operator, and a metering or measurement start position set through the setting screen and a screw moving speed are stored in the above non-volatile memory 24 as some of metering or measurement conditions.

It is also preferable to fix a screw moving speed from a dwell completion position up to a metering start position to a predetermined value, instead of setting the screw moving speed each time.

As shown in FIG. 2, other metering or measurement conditions include setting of the number of metering or measurement stages and its change position, setting of back pressure of each stage and screw revolving speed, and setting of metering or measurement completion position. These setting items are conventionally used and stored in the non-volatile memory 24 as metering conditions similarly to set values of the above metering or measurement start position and screw moving speed.

Moreover, while the PC CPU 18 performs the sequence control of each axis of an injection molding
machine, the CNC CPU 25 executes distribution of movement command (such as pulse distribution) to the servomotor of each axis in accordance with the control program in the ROM 27, and the servo CPU 20 applies servo controls such as position loop control, speed loop control, and current loop control as in the past in accordance with a movement command distributed to each axis and position feedback signals and speed feedback signals detected by the detectors such as pulse coders P1 and P2 to execute the so-called digital servo processing.

[0034] Furthermore, in the injection step, the dwell step and the metering steps, injection pressure, dwell pressures and back pressure are detected every predetermined sampling period and stored in a sampling file along time series.

[0035] FIG. 3 is a flowchart showing the outline of the processing executed to change steps from dwell to metering in the sequence processing executed by the PC CPU 18.

[0036] Because contents of controls for mold clamping, injection, mold opening, and ejection, and processesings executed in dwell and metering steps are completely the same as the case of a conventional injection molding machine, description of portions related to them is omitted in FIG. 3.

[0037] The PC CPU 18, having detected the completion of the dwell step in accordance with a dwell completion signal supplied from the CNC CPU 25 (step S1), first stores the value Ps of a metering or measurement start position stored in the non-volatile memory 24 as a metering or measurement condition in a register R(Ps), and the value V of a screw moving speed from a dwell completion position to the metering start position stored in the non-volatile memory 24 in a register R(V) (step S2).

[0038] Then, the PC CPU 18 reads the current position Pa of the screw 38, that is, a screw position immediately after the completion of the dwell step (step S3) and temporarily stores the read data in a register R(Pa) to decide whether or not a current screw position Pa retreats from the metering or measurement start position Ps (step S4).

[0039] This embodiment uses the front end of the injection cylinder 39 as the origin of the screw 38. Therefore, the case of Pa>Ps represents that dwell is completed in the state where the current screw position Pa retreats from the metering or measurement start position Ps.

[0040] If the current screw position Pa retreats from the metering or measurement start position Ps and consequently, a decision result in step S4 is true (Yes), a substantial metering stroke decreases and normal metering may not be performed.

[0041] Therefore, in this case, the PC CPU 18 outputs an alarm signal, displays that there is a problem in the metering step on the screen of the display-provided manual data input unit 29 to inform the problem to an operator (step S8), and allows the processing in the metering step to be executed.

[0042] In this case, the metering start position is not the metering or measurement start position Ps set by the operator but the screw retreat position Pa at the time of dwell completion, as in the past. However, because injection molding can be continued, this embodiment continues molding without forcibly stopping an injection molding machine thoughtlessly from the viewpoint of the running cost or the like.

[0043] In any case, the operation for progressing the screw 38, which has retreated from the metering or measurement start position Ps, again to return it to the metering or measurement start position Ps, must not be performed because of causing a problem such as drooling.

[0044] Moreover, when a very precise product is formed, a slight metering error may cause a serious problem. Therefore, in this case, it is necessary to let the operator know such of an error on the display through the processing in step S8 and then to cancel the processing in the metering step, and an injection molding machine should be stopped at once.

[0045] The processing in the metering step is the same as the conventional processing. That is, the screw 38 is rotated for metering while supplying a set back pressure, the resin melted by the screw 38 collects at the front end of the injection cylinder 39, and the screw 38 retreats up to a set metering completion position, then the processing in the metering step is completed (refer to FIG 2).

[0046] However, when the current screw position Pa at the time of dwell completion does not exceed the metering or measurement start position Ps, that is, when the decision result in the step S4 is false (No), it is unnecessary to consider the above problem such as drooling or the like due to screw movement and moreover, it is possible to execute more stable metering by moving the screw 38 from a screw position at the time of dwell completion, which may fluctuate every shot, up to the specified metering or measurement start position Ps and then executing metering at a constant stroke.

[0047] Therefore, when the decision result in step S4 becomes false, the PC CPU 18 starts retreating the screw 38 at the screw moving speed V stored in the register R(V) from the current position Pa up to the metering or measurement start position Ps stored in the register R(Ps) (step S5), reads the current screw position Pa again (step S6), and decides whether or not the current screw position Pa reaches the metering or measurement start position Ps (step S7).

[0048] Then, until it is confirmed that the screw 38 retreats to the metering or measurement start position Ps, the processings in steps S6 and S7 are repeatedly executed by the PC CPU 18 similarly to the above description, and the screw 38 is retreated from a dwell completion position up to the metering or measurement start position Ps at the set screw moving speed V. As the
screw 38 retreats with its speed controlled to preset value V, the screw 38 will not rebound by a large retreat or oscillation due to resin pressure, so that the screw moves at the controlled speed V up to the metering or measurement start position Ps and is surely positioned there.

[0049] Then, when it is confirmed through the decision in step S7 that the screw 38 retreats up to the metering or measurement start position Ps, the PC CPU 18 starts the metering step in the same manner as in the past.

[0050] As already described, in the processing in the metering step, the operation for rotating the screw 38 for metering while supplying a set back pressure to collect the resin melted by the screw 38 at the front end of the injection cylinder 39, is executed as in the past. In case of this embodiment, however, no matter how the screw position at the time of dwell completion fluctuates, the metering is always performed with a constant metering stroke section between the preset metering or measurement start position Ps and the metering or measurement completion position (set value). Therefore, the volume of resin to be metered is stabilized every shot and thereby, it is possible to repeatedly execute stable molding not causing the weight or specific gravity of a molded product to fluctuate.

[0051] A case of setting a moving speed and retracting the screw 38 from a dwell completion position up to the metering start position Ps was described above as an embodiment. However, it is also possible to set the time required for screw movement instead of setting a screw moving speed, and to retract the screw 38 by obtaining a screw moving speed in accordance with the set data.

[0052] In this case, it is necessary to read the current screw position Pa together with the metering or measurement start position Ps through the processing in step S2 to obtain the moving distance of the screw 38 in accordance with Ps-Pa and to obtain the value of the screw moving speed V by dividing the moving distance by a preset time required.

[0053] The present invention makes it possible to execute metering at the same metering stroke by keeping a metering start position constant without being influenced by fluctuation of the screw stop position at the time of dwell completion. Therefore, it is possible to repeatedly execute stable molding not causing the weight or specific gravity of a molded product to fluctuate.

**Claims**

1. An injection molding machine controller comprising:

   - metering start position setting means for setting a metering start position;
   - metering start position storing means for storing a metering start position set by the metering start position control means for starting the metering step by moving a screw from a dwell completion position up to the metering start position after a dwell step is completed.

2. An injection molding machine controller according to Claim 1, wherein said metering start position control means moves the screw with a predetermined speed from a dwell completion position up to said metering start position.

3. An injection molding machine which goes through an injection step wherein molten resin is injected into a mold through a nozzle by a forward movement of a screw inside an injection cylinder, a dwell step wherein the linear movement of the screw is kept stopped for a predetermined time at the forward movement completion position thereof while applying pressure to the resin inside the mold, and a metering step wherein the screw is moved backward while melting resin material is introduced by rotation of the screw, in the order named, comprising:

   - metering start position storing means for storing in advance a screw position with respect to the injection cylinder which the screw assumes when the metering step is started;
   - dwell step completion detecting means for detecting completion of a dwell step;
   - current screw position detecting means for detecting the current position of the screw with respect to the injection cylinder;
   - screw retracting means for moving the screw backward with a predetermined speed until the current position of the screw detected by said current screw position detecting means comes to the position stored in advance in said metering start position storing means, upon receiving a signal indicating detection of completion of a dwell step by said dwell step completion detecting means.

**Revendications**

1. Contrôleur d’une machine de moulage par injection comprenant :

   - un moyen de réglage de la position de démarrage de dosage pour établir une position de démarrage de dosage ;
   - un moyen de stockage de la position de démarrage de dosage pour stocker une position de démarrage de dosage établie par le moyen d’établissement de la position de démarrage de dosage ; et
un moyen de commande de la position de démarrage de dosage pour démarrer l'étape de dosage en déplaçant une vis d'une position d'achèvement de relâchement de la pression à la position de démarrage de dosage après qu'une étape de relâchement de la pression a été terminée.

2. Contrôleur d'une machine de moulage par injection selon la revendication 1, où ledit moyen de contrôle de la position de démarrage de dosage déplace ladite vis avec une vitesse prédéterminée d'une position d'achèvement de relâchement de la pression à ladite position de démarrage de dosage.

3. Machine de moulage par injection qui exécute une étape d'injection où de la résine fondu est injectée dans un moule à travers une buse par un déplacement vers l'avant d'une vis à l'intérieur d'un cylindre d'injection, une étape de relâchement de pression où le déplacement linéaire de la vis est arrêté pendant un temps prédéterminé à la position d'achèvement de déplacement vers l'avant de celle-ci tout en appliquant une pression à la résine à l'intérieur du moule, et une étape de dosage où la vis est retirée pendant que du matériau de résine fondu est introduit par la rotation de la vis, dans l'ordre indiqué, comprenant:

- un moyen de stockage de la position de démarrage de dosage pour stocker à l'avance une position de vis par rapport au cylindre d'injection que la vis occupe lorsque l'étape de dosage est démarrée ;
- un moyen de détection d'achèvement de l'étape de relâchement de pression pour détecter l'achèvement d'une étape de relâchement de pression ;
- un moyen de détection de la position courante de la vis pour détecter la position courante de la vis par rapport au cylindre d'injection ;
- un moyen de rétraction de vis pour ramener la vis à une vitesse prédéterminée jusqu'à ce que la position courante de la vis détectée par ledit moyen de détection de la position courante de la vis atteigne la position stockée à l'avance dans ledit moyen de stockage de la position de démarrage de dosage, lors de la réception d'un signal indiquant la détection de l'achèvement d'une étape de relâchement de pression par ledit moyen de détection d'achèvement de l'étape de relâchement de pression.

Patentansprüche

1. Spritzgießmaschinen-Steueineinrichtung, die umfasst:

- ein Dosierungsstartpositions-Einstellmittel zum Einstellen einer Dosierungsstartposition,
- ein Dosierungsstartposition Speichermittel zum Speichern einer Dosierungsstartposition, die durch das Dosierungsstartpositions-Einstellmittel eingestellt ist, und
- ein Dosierungsstartposition-Steuermittel zum Starten eines Dosierungsschritts durch Bewegen einer Förderschnecke aus einer Verweilbeendigungsposition bis hin zu der Dosierungsstartposition, nachdem ein Verweilschritt beendet ist.

2. Spritzgießmaschinen-Steueineinrichtung nach Anspruch 1, wobei das Dosierungsstartpositions-Steuermittel die Förderschnecke mit einer vorbestimmten Geschwindigkeit aus einer Verweilbeendigungsposition bis hin zu der Dosierungsstartposition bewegt.

3. Spritzgießmaschine, die in der genannten Reihenfolge durchläuft:

- einen Einspritzschritt, in dem geschmolzenes Kunstharz durch ein Mundstück mittels einer Vorwärtsbewegung einer Förderschnecke innerhalb eines Einspritzzyinders in eine Form eingespritzt wird,
- einen Verweilschritt, in dem die lineare Bewegung der Förderschnecke für eine vorbestimmte Zeit in einer Vorwärtsbewegungs-Beendigungsposition derselben gestoppt gehalten wird, während Druck auf das Kunstharz innerhalb der Form ausgeübt wird, und
- einen Dosierungsschritt, in dem die Förderschnecke rückwärts bewegt wird, während Kunstharzmateriel geschmolzen wird, das durch Drehung der Förderschnecke eingeführt ist, welche Spritzgießmaschine umfasst;

- ein Dosierungsstartpositions-Speichermittel zum Vorab-Speichern einer Förderschneckenposition in bezug auf den Einspritzzyinder, welche die Förderschnecke einnimmt, wenn der Dosierungsschritt gestartet ist,
- ein Verweilschrittsbeendigungs-Erfassungsmit tel zum Erfassen der Beendigung eines Verweilschritts,
- ein Erfassungsmittel zum Erfassen der gegenwärtigen Position der Förderschnecke in bezug auf den Einspritzzyinder, ein Förderschnecken-Zurückziehmittel zum Rückwärtsbewegen der Förderschnecke mit
einer vorbestimmten Geschwindigkeit auf das Empfangen eines Signals hin, das die Erfassung der Beendigung eines Verweilschritts durch das Verweilschrittbeendigungs-Erfassungsmittel angibt, bis die gegenwärtige Position der Förderschnecke, die durch das Erfassungsmittel zum Erfassen der gegenwärtigen Position der Förderschnecke erfasst wird, zu der Position kommt, die vorab in dem Dosierungsstartpositions-Speichermittel gespeichert ist.
### FIG. 2

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Measurement Start Position</th>
<th>10.00mm</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Moving Speed Up To Measurement Start Position</td>
<td>10.00mm/s</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Measurement</th>
<th>Back Pressure (kgf/cm²)</th>
<th>Revolving Speed (rpm)</th>
<th>Position (mm)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>First Stage</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Second Stage</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Third Stage</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>50</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Measurement Completion Position | 50mm |
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